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Rainbow
Sugar Ray

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             Rainbow - Sugar Ray
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Ron Karl
Email: ronnyboy57@gmail.com

This is my first tab so go easy on me. Use the chords I say below for the song, 
instead of the normal versions of them.

Tuning: Standard

Chords used:

Dm - x57765
G  - 355433
A# - x13331
C  - x35553
F  - 133211
A# - 688766 (Alternate, used during chorus and bridge, marked by a star)

Dm                     G
 I know that times are hard right now
          A#                 C
But every struggle has its phase.
Dm                  G
I know that people bring you down
          A#                      C
Save the trouble and just walk away.

        A#                         C
And the sun will burn the clouds away
        A#                         C
And the sun will burn the clouds away.

       Dm           A#*  F
If you wanna see the rainbow you gotta
  C                      Dm A#* F C
Sit through a little rain
       Dm           A#*  F
If you wanna see the rainbow you gotta
  C                      Dm A#* F C
Sit through a little rain.

Dm                     G



 I know you feel like it s the end
          A#                     C
With every ending something begins.
Dm                     G
 I know that life seems so pointless
          A#                    C
But the point is for you to live.

        A#                         C
And the sun will burn the clouds away
        A#                         C
And the sun will burn the clouds away.
       Dm           A#* F
If you wanna see the rainbow you gotta
  C                      Dm A#* F C
Sit through a little rain
       Dm           A#* F
If you wanna see the rainbow you gotta
  C                      Dm A#* F C
Sit through a little rain.

A#                           Dm
Everyone has to wait for the rain
                     C    Dm A#* G      C
For the rain For the rain.      Its ok Its ok. 

A#                              C
The sun will burn the clouds away
A#                              C
The sun will burn the clouds away.

       Dm           A#*  F
If you wanna see the rainbow you gotta
  C                      Dm A#* F C
Sit through a little rain
       Dm           A#*  F
If you wanna see the rainbow you gotta
  C                      Dm A#* F C
Sit through a little rain.

I ve yet to figure out the end, but if you have any other suggestions email me.


